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A propos de l’exposition Letters from the centre of the Earth de Ludmilla Armata .

At the heart of matter  there is matter. At the core of the earth - there is some
unseen force, an energy that abounds. We can only imagine what the sources there
are or  could be. We cannot define, have never seen the centre of the earth.
Nevertheless the seismic shifts and tectonic p late movements affects our lives.
They can generate tsunamis, earthquakes and the like...

However brief in intensity, these phenomena have a lasting and likewise all
powerfull effect. In a way, Ludmila Armata`s Letters from the Centre of the Earth
ser ies (2005), her etching Poem from the Centre of the Earth (2005), the Shadow &
Shape ser ies (2005) created in boxes with pins and fragile tiny cut-outs a la Henri
Matisse in white paper on black and vice versa, or  black on b lack and white on
white are like entomological and exemplary exercises in aesthetics. Art is pinned
like a butterfly and captured in a box..

Even the large scale modular  etched ser ies titled Seismografia (2005) created so it
can be reassemb led in a var iety of orders on a wall suggest these all powerful earth
forces, but this time they exist through the registrations, the tiny lines and
exagerrated str iations on steel plate that are these etchings. Armata`s
Seismografia ser ies emphasizes the surface of things, and the traces that are felt or
even left by energy, even the way life`s traces are ultimately ephemeral existing
at a moment in time, or  left behind after  the life has moved on. The surface may
be that of an artwork for  the artist, but the surface subject is far  more universal,
an allusion to the unusual way energy follows form or creates forms, as it exists in
a biological state,  or  a geological state, or  in any other shape and form between.
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Working on steel plates, or  delicately assembling miniature works in boxes after
cutting them out, Ludmila Armata integrates a sense of time, of the density and
shape of time, and of the perpetual changes that seismic movements enact, as
much sound as matter. The seismic shifts on the surface of earth become a digital
dance, with scatalogical notations, scratchy effects, ... vertical vortices open up
and then close. There is a repetition of line in many var iations. The lines are like
voices that speak to us from some distant and inhuman, less than conscious source.
The ongoing change is an effect of motion, or  affect of energy. All this passes
through the earth and is paraphrased in Armata`s art. Energy moves towards a
surface and speaks to us, Armata`s art seems to suggest. The energy, eventually
moves onward, and dissipates, dissolves altogether. Her art has this aspect of
sensitivity for  the dissolution of things, even of histor ies, and this is the personal
and autobiographical part of her art, all abstract even so. What a metaphor for  life
itself! With this art, we can fully understand how time can be a metaphor for  life,
(particular ly as it affects the physics of the world we are in).

Ludmila Armata has created a body of work that not only references the unseen,
the invisible by drawing sometimes fluid, othertimes nervous, very physical motions
in a push and pull tug of war battle with the surfaces and density of the matter  she
makes her art out of. Her art achieves this resolution of the elemental and
primordial, and elucidates on nature`s essential force with a visual eloquence that
is based on observation of very real things - the geological layers, the chasms of a
gorge, the layers of things, even the growth form of a mushroom or tree root. We
sense that life does not ultimately imitate art, but that art can imitate life in
Armata`s Seismografia works. We see here a visual language that often resembles
what we discover around us in landforms, or  groweth forms, or  body details, and
cannot put to words, or  in images. There is also a conceptual edge to Ludmila
Armata`s play on and with var iations of surface effect, energy and design. The
cartoon-like character that emerges as a descr iption of effect is an aesthetic that
seeks to bui ld br idges between the mind-body split. Armata achieves this with a
tactile and visual interweave.

Letter  from the Centre of the Earth is a show that proposes a communication
between elements of nature, including ourselves. These forms are ultimately not
abstract at all, but as hidden poetic epigrams from some concealed space, even an
existential p lace of or igin, Armata`s artworks are symbols of intuited experience.
As mediaworks, the works on paper by Ludmila Armata challenge the stereotypical
belief that technology is the only source for  contemporary artistic process. Instead
the tacti le, the physical world and its effects remain salient and significant sources
for  all the works in this show.
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L’exposition Letters from the Centre of the Earth de Ludmilla Armata était présentée chez Engramme
du 26 novembre au 23 décembre 2005.
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